concentration. The product of the concentration and the Toxicity of a given compound ( ) is proportional to the load which the given species influences on the cell.
The sum of these products makes the Chemical load base (CLB), which is the independent variable of Chemical load (CL) calculation. The latter is calculated as the sum of two Hill equations, which are commonly used to simulate the relationship between drug effect and drug dose [1] . This way the Chemical load function has a shape of two 'stacked' sigmoidal curves, which results in more realistic in silico cytotoxicity curves, where the difference between NOAEL (no observed adverse effect level) and EC 99 concentrations can be more than one order of magnitude. 
Calculation of drug intake (n(X in ))
The amount of cumulated drug intake in Figure 2 (n(X in )) is defined as the sum of the amount of all intracellular species containing some form of the drug, plus the amount of the ABC IIIexcreted extracellular form of X'' (n(X''e)). It is calculated using SBML parameters.
5 n(X in ) = n(X c ) + n(X n ) + n(X' c ) + n(X" c ) + n(XNR c ) + n(XNR n ) + n(XNRT n ) + n(ABC0_XNRTD n ) + n(CYP_XNRTD n ) + n(GST_XNRTD n ) + n(ABC3_XNRTD n ) + n(Nrf2_XNRTD n ) + n(X" e )
